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EMS VCS3 mkII  
Serial number 1198, late 1972.  	 	 	 	       

This VCS3 mkII was originally owned by the former owner of EMS from 1984-1995, composer 
Edward Williams. Sometime in the 1990s Brian Johnson, a colleague of Williams, acquired it from 
him. Brian and Edward worked and performed together using the EMS Soundbeam, with Brian’s 
speciality being experimental video effects. You can read about their work here: 

http://www.muzines.co.uk/articles/the-old-school/162


I acquired this VCS3 from Brian in 2013. Brian told me a little about the history of this particular 
synthesiser, including that it was among the equipment used by Edward on the soundtrack to 
David Attenborough’s Life on Earth documentary in the late 1970s. 


It all makes for a woozy, 
wonderstruck album that, not 
unlike Attenborough himself, 
evokes the exotic and the 
awe-inducing with disarming 
subtlety and ineffably British 
understatement. No wonder 
Radiohead have lately been 
expressing their esteem for it.	
	  

This VCS3 features prominently 
in the tracks "Slow Dance for 
Nudibranches" and "Oral 
Transport for the Young”.


"By the time I was writing the 
score for Life On Earth, I was as 
influenced by the sounds of the 
VCS3 [an early British 
synthesiser] as I was by 
Vaughan Williams." 

https://www.theguardian.com/
music/2009/sep/08/life-on-
earth-soundtrack


Other owners of Edward 
Williams' VCS3s include Adrian 
Utley (Portishead). His can be 
seen on the video at https://
youtu.be/YT0l-OsGpgA?t=339 
where many of the same modifications can be observed. Will Gregory (Goldfrapp) also has 
another. 


Brian Johnson had looked after the synth well. He had switched it on every few days to keep the 
electrolytic capacitors working, and I have continued to do this.


In March 2016 I decided to book the VCS3 in for a service with EMS. It was exhibiting some signs 
of its age, and being a little more unpredictable than it had been. Robin Wood checked the serial 
number and gave an estimate of its age, and confirmed that it had been owned by Edward 
Williams.
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The VCS3 had a long (7 month) stay at EMS where it 
underwent a thorough service and testing, including the 
replacement of some components, including new wooden 
slats on the base. I collected it from EMS at the end of 
October 2016. The work undertaken is itemised in the 
attached service bill. Robin Wood also documented the 
instrument’s modifications.


In January 2018 a ‘crackling’ sound was observed on 
oscillator 1. The synth was taken to EMS to be checked 
out, where a duff BC258 transistor on board C was located 
and replaced. It was tested by Robin and after cleaning the 
contacts of the Vernier dial OSC2 gave it a clean bill of 
health. This VCS3 is in great shape.


It was important to me to use EMS directly for the repair 
and maintenance of this VCS3; any components used are 
to the exact and original specifications, and thus avoiding 
any change to the character and authenticity of this 
instrument’s sound. It was worth the long waiting times 
involved for the synthesiser to be serviced and repaired to 
ensure its pedigree and integrity - it has only ever been 
modified, repaired and serviced by EMS.


Modifications 
This instrument has some exciting modifications by EMS as specified by Edward Williams. Please 
see the attached report by Robin Wood, EMS, for a full description. Note that he lists this unit as a 
VCS3 Mk1, which is a mistake on the report. A summary of the modifications is below:


• The matrix has been rewired to behave like a VCS3 mk1

• Hi/Lo switches on oscillators 2 & 3

• Envelope shaper source select switch (selects where the envelope gets its trigger from - either 

8-way keyboard connector or external gate input)

• External gate input jack on rear of unit (supplied with special lead for use with MIDI/CV 

converter)

• Input channel SI/Mult switches (disconnects the link from 8 way keyboard socket - useful if 

keyboard and external audio inputs are connected as they can interact and crackle)

• Voltage controlled oscillator shape (3 x 3.5mm jack sockets with special patchpin leads - 

modulate osc shape, especially interesting for stereo effects)

• Dual patchable inverter (uses 3.5mm - patchpin lead to invert signals)

• Two extra input channels (fitted on back panel for CV or line level audio, joystick position to 

control levels!) with switch EXT CV / STICK.

• "Multiple" - four 3.5mm jack sockets wired to each other to act as a CV splitter when patching 

the mods together - control several things at once, for example.


In 2016 EMS made up the following new leads to work with the 3.5mm patch bay and matrix:


• 3 x minijack-to-pin

• 2 x minijack-to-minijack


Electrical Supply 
This VCS3 is supplied with a Bulgin mains lead with UK plug, and the instrument is set to 240V.


Cosmetic Condition 
Great condition for its age. As shown in the following photos, there are a few minor bumps and 
scratches, but this instrument has been well looked after. It has also been cleaned internally 
during its recent service.  

Edward Williams in his studio with a VCS3. 
Whilst not the VCS3 offered here, it exhibits 
many of the same modifications.
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